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NATURAQUA BORMA SHIELD 
HOLZSCHUTZ 

 

Special primer for wooden houses 

 
DESCRIPTION: 
Special primer, developed for the treatment of wooden houses. NATURAQUA BORMA 
SHIELD prevents efficiently the attack of moulds, mushrooms, insects and similar during the 
period of building, in which the house is left without a proper finishing.  
After a common period of a season, NATURAQUA BORMA SHIELD is exhausted, but the 
wood has kept protected, with its original colour, and sufficiently saturated to avoid need of 
basecoat in excess. 
With this product, the wood can dry properly and reach its final volume without been wasted by 
weathering. 
Suitable for raw log houses, cleaned log houses, wooden boards, decks, etc. Easy application.   
Waterborne, it hasn’t vapours affecting human health and allows application under pressure. 
 
PHYSICAL – CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS: 
Appearance:  liquid 
Colour:  colourless 
Odour:  characteristic 
Coverage:                                8-12 m2/Lt depending on the surface absorbency 
Dilution:                                  ready to use 
  
METHOD OF USAGE: 
On the recently built house (or other), apply one single coat of NATURAQUA BORMA SHIELD 
on the fresh wood. All methods for application are suitable, but paintbrush is recommended. 
The product has an good penetration and protects wood in depth, just ensure to cover all the 
surface.  
Natural resin of conifer timber is causing no problem to the product.  
Let the product dry for 6-8hrs, possibly during day, in order to avoid the night humidity.  
Usually wooden houses are left without ultimate finishing for the period of 1 year; in this time, 
NATURAQUA BORMA SHIELD will gradually deteriorate, making the wood ready for further 
treatment with any kind of finishing (solvent based, white spirit based, waterborne, etc.) 
 
 
PACKAGE: 
Available in tins of 100ml, 250 ml, 1 l, 5 l,10 l, 25 l. 
 
STORAGE: 
Keep the material in a clean, well ventilated place, away from heat resources and direct 
sunlight, possible between a  minimal temperature of  5°C and a maximum of 35°C . 
The product should be keep preferably in original containers. 
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WARNING: 
Our technical data sheets are prepared on the basis of average performance of our tests. 
However, our technical advices are given in good faith but without any warranty. In fact 
different supports, conditions of application, industrial plants, dilutions are determinant for the 
final result, and are often beyond our control. The user must try the product to see if it is 
suitable for his needs. We will ensure the continuity of the chemical-physical characteristics. 
WARNING: the product has been developed for outdoor use only. High concentrations 
of active substances are required against moisture, moulds, mushrooms and insects. 

 


